
                     
Activity Objective     Students will: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

1 list the sounds they hear
list some questions they have about sound

2 make sounds using common objects
state that sound is caused by vibration

3 state that sound is a form of energy
label a drawing to show that sound energy is converted into mechanical energy

4 describe how sound travels from a vibrating hanger to their ears
5 notice that sounds differ

describe some of the ways sounds differ
6 state that as the length of the vibrating material increases, the pitch 

  becomes lower
7 note how the pitch of a vibrating string changes as the tension on it is changed
8 compare their one-stringed instrument to professional basses

make a bass using a paper bucket as a sound chamber
9 state that thicker vibrating objects produce lower pitches
10 determine how many pitches are produced by blowing harder into plastic tubes

observe that similar sized rectangles of different metals sound different when
  they vibrate

11 discover that cotton can absorb sound energy
identify where soundproofing is found and where it is needed in the school
  building

12 write a plan listing materials and how they will be used to soundproof a small
  milk carton
make a soundproof container based upon the plan they submitted

13 observe a distant event and notice the time lag between when they see it 
  occur and when they hear it

14 choose an instrucment to make
make one or more insturments

15 write a piece of music using symbols
perform the music they have written
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